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Control rooms for new nuclear power plants subscribe to many of the features
indicted in Sect. 1.3 of this paper. There exist some regulatory barriers to full adoption
of all features found in other industries. For example, the heavy emphasis on safety has
resulted in the requirement to maintain crew staffing levels analogous to analog control
rooms. Additionally, the need for transparency in control logic has resulted in minimal
intelligent or autonomous control. Examples of three generations of nuclear control
rooms are depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Three generations of nuclear power plant control rooms (top to bottom: EBR-1, the first
nuclear power plant with an all analog control room; recently decommissioned San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station, with a hybrid analog-digital control room; HAMMLab at Halden
Reactor Project, a fully digital advanced control room concept).

2 The Need for New Visualization in Control Rooms

The previous sections provide extensive background on the different types of control
rooms. Conventional analog control rooms, such as those commonly found in nuclear
power plants, represent information in a parallel fashion, typically with a one-to-one
mapping of sensors to indicators. This design approach requires extensive control room
real estate, especially for complex control system processes. As digital control systems,
such as those found in modern control rooms for electrical grids or gas distribution
networks, have begun to replace analog I&C, they have afforded the opportunity to use
common displays across all systems, thereby providing a smaller footprint in the control
room. The approach often uses a nested navigation scheme, whereby control operators
have on-screen windows for particular subsystems.
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Scenario 1 was a real time run of a turbine startup. Scenario 2 was a real time run of an steam generator 
tube leak (SGTL). Scenario 3 was a real time run of a runback, while Scenario 4 focused on minor faults. 
The Robinson instructor directed the scenarios and instructed the operators to interact and behave as if 
they were conducting a routine training exercise. The plant simulator was running and provided the full 
plant dynamics of the various scenarios during the first day (see Figure 5). These scenarios served as 
baseline measures of the plant TCS as currently implemented. As previously mentioned, operators were 
intimately familiar with the simulated plant and control room layout. However, they had minimal 
previous experience using the touchscreen digital panel mimics. Nevertheless, that the operators quickly 
adapted to the panels, and anecdotally the SRO remarked at the conclusion of the first scenario how 
surprised he was at how close it felt to the real plant. At the conclusion of each scenario run on the first 
day, the operators conducted a debriefing session with select reruns of certain steps within the scenarios. 
 

 
Figure 5. The Robinson Crew Running a Scenario on Day 1 with Observers (Left) on Scenarios Controlled 

from the Simulator Instructor Station (Right). 
 
On the second day, attendees were introduced to the new Tricon TCS hardware, logic, and functions by 
the Invensys engineer as well as the new Avid TCS interface by designers from Avid. Following the 
overview, the Robinson operators walked through the same four scenarios from Day One, this time with 
non-functional, static mockups of the new digital control system placed on revised panel mimics within 
the glasstop simulator (see Figure 4). The mockup DCS screens were made navigable using INL’s 
ProtoViewer tool for rapid prototyping on the glasstop simulator. The second day scenarios were 
conducted offline due to the formative nature of the interface screens and not-yet-modeled discrepancies 
in the plant simulator between the existing turbine control and the new turbine system, Operators were 
instructed to think-aloud as they ran through the scenarios. The operators’ mental models of the plant, the 
TCS vendor’s mental model of the new control system, the interface designers’ expertise, as well as 
procedural notes from the previous day allowed the operators to visualize both what they would need to 
check and control using the new interface as well as how the physical system would respond. Again, at 
the conclusion of each scenario run, the operators conducted a debriefing session along with select reruns 
of certain steps within the scenarios. The nature of the scenario walkthroughs on Day 2 resulted in semi-
structured discussions of the new TCS. 
 
For the first two days of the workshop, while scenarios were being conducted, two INL evaluators 
recorded time-stamped measures of operator actions and plant evolutions. A third INL evaluator operated 
a handheld camera while two additional evaluators and the Robinson plant instructor oversaw the 
technicalities pertaining to the simulator.  
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ANIME
a development framework and sample 
code library for process control



Advanced Nuclear Interface Modeling 
Environment (ANIME)
Microsoft Visual Studio
• C# environment for control logic
• Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
– User-defined style sheet for graphical objects that can 

be linked together by code
• We’ve created a library of control system widgets 

for prototyping
– Agile development process

Server and Client
– Connect full-scope simulator database variables to 

objects
– Connect reduced order model (microworld) to objects
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Control System HMI

Conceptual Distributed Control System 
Prototype

Computerized Operatior Support 
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Advanced Turbine Control System Prototype



The Two-Screen Plant Control System Concept

Task Engine for Job and User 
Notification (TEJUN): A Tool for Building 

Computerized Procedures

Graphical Augmentation Interface for Yoked Overviews 
(GAIYO): A Tool for Building Overview Screens for 

Main Control Rooms
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Computerized Operator Support System (COSS)
• Collection of technologies to assist operators in monitoring the plant 

and making timely, informed decisions



COSS: Computer-Based Procedures



COSS: Trend Alarms



Iteration 1 Iteration 2

Iteration 3



Example Multidisplay Upgrades



COSS: System Overview Display



The microworld
prototypes for testing 
COSS concepts are 
called COSSplay of 

course!



ANIME Continuum

Standalone Microworld for Human 
Factors and Automation Research

Emulation of Conventional Distributed 
Control System HMI

Conceptual Distributed Control System 
Prototype

Computerized Operatior Support 
System

Revisiting microworlds



• Decouple HMI from LWR simulator

Standalone Microworld for Research



Why a Standalone Simulator?
Simpler Design
• Robust reduced order model of a few hundred variables instead of 

hundreds of thousands of parameters in full-scope simulator
• Ability to train student operators

– Assume some commonality for interfaces
– Assume generalizability of some aspects of human performance to 

inform human reliability analysis
Greater Control
• Ability to automate features without legacy control systems
• Ability to present advanced visualizations and interfaces
• Ability to control evolution of events

– Greater recovery to prevent runaway phenomena that renders 
human intervention irrelevant



Rationale and Results
• Microworld gives greater experimental control than full control room
• Microworld can be administered to less experienced operators, 

allowing greater number of participants and more conclusive findings
• Studies to date compare how performance generalizes from students 

to operators

Performance Measures Situation Awareness



But, Wait…
Eureka Moment
• By reducing complexity of underlying plant model, we’re able to 

prototype reactor concepts very quickly
– Full-scope control room simulators require years of development 

and are usually built after the design is finalized
• Having a simpler prototyping tool serves allows parallel development 

of plant and control room design
– Engineering tool
– Establish and validate control room concept

Microworld simulators are a tool for developing the control 
interfaces for advanced reactors!



Demo Design Training
Faster and Cheaper

Proof of Concept 
Control Room

Agile and Iterative
Concept of Operations 
Regulatory Licensing

Hands-on and Instructional
System Familiarization
Operating Experience

Advanced Nuclear 
Power Plant Microworld 
Simulation Framework



Demo Design

New nuclear is about 
capital and science

Rancor uniquely 
supports both roles



DOE REACTOR

COMMERCIAL 
REACTOR 
VENDORS

UNIVERSITY 
COLLABORATORS



Other Future Directions



HSSL
a full-scope 
simulator for 
assessing 
operator 
performance 
across normal 
and abnormal 
operations

ANIME
a prototyping 
system for 
customizing the 
operator interface 
and introducing 
advanced 
visualization and 
automation

Microworld
a simplified 
simulator for 
evaluating non-
expert operators 
and developing 
control rooms for 
advanced reactor 
concepts
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Study on Digital Displays



Joint Pilot Study on Operators’ Response to Cyber Attacks in Existing 
Nuclear Main Control Rooms
• Study run with analog boards, but assuming digital cross-layer that could be 

compromised
• Operators were not instructed there were cyber faults (among other faults)
• Examined effects of spoofed indicators and 

systems
– Operators recognized spoofed indicators as

“faulty”
– Operators across all nine scenarios 

successfully brought plant to a safe state
– Analyses are currently underway, but we are 

already seeing clear indicators of the spoofed indicators by the operator visual 
scanning patterns

2018 Cyber Study with Sandia National Labs



Guideline for Operator Nuclear Usability 
and Knowledge Elicitation (GONUKE)
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ROOMS 

 
Beyond Nielsen’s lament, the problem of overtrust-
ing quantification while discarding qualitative re-
sults is even more pronounced in safety critical in-
dustries where the user interface is regulated.  Two 
well established guidance documents on evaluation 
in the nuclear power industry mirror this view: 
 
• NUREG/CR-6393, Integrated System Validation: 

Methodology and Review Criteria (O’Hara et al., 
1995), emphasizes quantitative measures of op-
erator performance such as time, accuracy, fre-
quency, amount achieved, quantity used (i.e., 
consumption), situation awareness, and cognitive 
workload for ISV. These measures are obtained 
in a summative test with a reasonably complete 
set of use scenarios. The measures may be ob-
tained directly (e.g., through physiological 
measurement) or indirectly through observation 
or subjectively through self report of expert as-
sessment. The more recent NUREG-0711, Hu-
man Factors Engineering Program Review 
Model (O’Hara et al., 2012), repeats the 
measures and experimental process from NU-
REG/CR-6393. 

• IEEE Std 845, IEEE Guide for the Evaluation of 
Human-System Performance in Nuclear Power 
Generating Stations (2001), discusses a wide 
range of data collection techniques that might be 
compatible with discount usability approaches 
but encourages experimental techniques for as-
sessing human-computer interfaces. IEEE 845 
references additional sources on performance 
measures (AAIA, 1992) and emphasizes the use 

of statistical tests to determine significant per-
formance differences between operators or 
crews. This emphasis on statistical testing is like 
traditional psychological experimentation in-
volving a large sample size of participants suita-
ble for a benchmark comparison.  

 
More recent guidance documents are beginning to 

embrace the principles of discount usability: 
 
• BNL-6859, Integrated System Validation: Mod-

els, Methods, and Issues (O’Hara and Higgins, 
2015), updates earlier guidance in NUREG/CR-
6393 on ISV. This report reviews extensions to 
the basic ISV process, including stepwise or sub-
system validation exercises that evaluate partial 
upgrades typical for most modernization activi-
ties, the use of more qualitative observations to 
inform the validation process, the challenge of 
aligning cognitive measures like workload and 
situation awareness with clear performance ac-
ceptance criteria, the importance of assessing 
teamwork in addition to individual operator per-
formance measures, the importance of measuring 
task performance more than operator perfor-
mance, and the application of usability ap-
proaches to ISV. Many new and international 
developments point toward simplified measures 
and methods as well as earlier stage evaluations 
than ISV.  

• HWR-1034, Workshop Meeting on Human Per-
formance Measurement for Simulator Experi-
ments In Nuclear Process Control (Skraaning et 
al., 2013), summarizes the types of measures 
used in simulator experiments, including ISV. 
This report highlights some of the limitations of 
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Epistemiation: Capturing Expert Operator Knowledge to Design New System



Do not leave control room design as a 
tail-end activity

Use simplified modeling and simulation 
(=simulator) tools to help guide the design 

of the operator interface

Use vetted human factors tools to validate 
the control room early in the design phase



ronald.boring@inl.gov


